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The saga of the Little Miss is now complete, and all four novellas are available in one discounted four pack.
Four books, eighteen chapters in all, this Victorian age play series follows the story of first, Lacy, as she
comes into the household of her new husband, Edmond, only to find out that Edmond wants BOTH a wife
AND a little girl. Training is severe under the stern gaze of Nanny Estelle - and Lacy is one sore and
unhappy little girl, as nanny wields the strap, paddle, and cane. Then, Edmond`s friend Charles also wants a
little girl wife of his own - and Amy, under the tutelage of Nanny Lydia is added to the nursery. Extremely
hot, sexual, and severe, The Little Miss series is a classic.
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From Reader Review The Little Miss Books 1-4 for online ebook

Melissa says

3.5 stars Victorian Age Play Erotica. I don't think I need to say anything else!

I stumbled across this genre accidentally and have become fascinated with it. I love Ms. Faulkner's devious
mind. The best way to describe it is say you're reading a Regency novel, this fills in a lot of those spots
where it's left for you to fill in with your imagination in an attempt to keep the Regency at a PG-13 or mild R
rating.

Ms. Faulkner is very wicked! As long as you, the reader, keep reminding yourself this is fiction, it's a fun
read. It is not for the faint of heart and is very much on the dark side. I do believe a lot of this would make
even Christian Grey blush and Ana would not make it through the first hour. Oh my!

Saraha says

The book has a lot of spanking but lacked love. Lacy seemed to be a toy. But overall the spanking scenes
were very hot. This is not a romantic story but I found it a well written fantasy.

? BookAddict ✒ La Crimson Femme says

I enjoy Ms. Faulkner's intense scenes. This is not for the faint of heart and the subject is definitely taboo.
This is not incest since there is no real family relationships. This is a lovely depiction of a world where a
wife's place is to be treated, dressed and punished as a little girl. The intense punishment Lacy goes through
is quite delicious. Her humiliation gives me a sadistic voyeur's high. Her nanny is delightfully strict and
raises Lacy so well. This is non-consensual.

Alicia says

All four parts of Little Miss in one volume its great. This is definitly not for everyone for this is a noncon age
play novel with very harsh punishments delivered by a firm but loving Daddy and Governess. Fans of
Carolyn Faulkner should definitly get this.

Jo * Smut-Dickted * says

Revised review: So it seems I've come far in my kinkiness because this one, on re read, was much better the
second time around. Yes there is a lot of F/f - typical "littles" story device but overall the CP is great, the
ageplay is fun, and there is a lot of story here to enjoy! New rating: 4 stars!



Original Review: Not quite sure how to explain this one. Def. a stretch book for me and that's saying
something. I am pretty widely read. Some parts of this were pretty dang good - others just kind of freaked me
out. Overall I liked it o.k. from a purely interesting viewpoint. Edited: I have now read a lot more ageplay
and consider this one a solid effort but perhaps not the best in the field. I did enjoy the CP aspects but it was
as much about the female/female as the male/female.

KatieV says

This is one of those YMMV type of books. For those into age play, they probably loved it. I'd never been
exposed to it before and it kinda creeped me out. Plus it was way too brutal for me. This girl was
brainwashed and the "hero" had no conscience about it. Plus, it was all about the punishments and too little
sex.

Wendy ❤ erotica! says

I would have to say it was very erotic, but at the same time very intense. I have to admit at times it was a
little unnerving with all the bruising and welting, and maybe not necessarily my cup-o-tea, but it was
definitely a different read for me. It was especially so because of the father/daughter/husband/wife dynamic.
For me, that was rather weird and sometimes hard for me to wrap my head around. It could be a read-again
for me -- after a break. :)


